Brain-to-speech decoding will require linguistic and pragmatic data.
Advances in electrophysiological methods such as electrocorticography (ECoG) have enabled researchers to decode phonemes, syllables, and words from brain activity. The ultimate aspiration underlying these efforts is the development of a brain-machine interface (BMI) that will enable speakers to produce real-time, naturalistic speech. In the effort to create such a device, researchers have typically followed a bottom-up approach whereby low-level units of language (e.g. phonemes, syllables, or letters) are decoded from articulation areas (e.g. premotor cortex) with the aim of assembling these low-level units into words and sentences. In this paper, we recommend that researchers supplement the existing bottom-up approach with a novel top-down approach. According to the top-down proposal, initial decoding of top-down information may facilitate the subsequent decoding of downstream representations by constraining the hypothesis space from which low-level units are selected. We identify types and sources of top-down information that may crucially inform BMI decoding ecosystems: communicative intentions (e.g. speech acts), situational pragmatics (e.g. recurrent communicative pressures), and formal linguistic data (e.g. syntactic rules and constructions, lexical collocations, speakers' individual speech histories). Given the inherently interactive nature of communication, we further propose that BMIs be entrained on neural responses associated with interactive dialogue tasks, as opposed to the typical practice of entraining BMIs with non-interactive presentations of language stimuli.